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Opinion

Written by Dr. Tertius Lantigimo, Rahsia Bagaimana Memanfaatkan Kekuatan Pikiran Anda book explain the power of thought that is the greatest potential that is hidden in you. You must have watched in the television how certain people with special powers can use their minds to know other people’s thoughts, guess the hidden numbers, predict events that will happen, and others that are beyond human reason. Like people who use hypnosis, what they do is to manipulate your mind. You need to know that people with special abilities like Deddy Corbuzier are people who know how to exploit the potential that exists within them.

Did you know that your right brain holds your greatest potential? In the right brain there is what is called the “inner mind” (the deepest mind) which is also called the “subconscious mind” or “super conscious mind”. Some say that this is often called “spirit” (spirit) of human. The subconscious never rests or stops working in any condition. The subconscious mind can not be influenced by the influence of drugs, alcohol or any condition. Even in a coma state even if the underlying brain is still working. The left brain or objective mind will break when a person rests to sleep because the left brain works through the five senses. And the subconscious mind (right) has a capability often called the “sixth sense” ability. In other words every human being has sixth sense since birth. It’s just that other people do not know how to activate it. Because indeed, according to research conducted by Jose Silva, an expert in the field of the human brain and mind, all human beings have ESP (Extra Sensory Perception) intuition or sixth sense, which is often called supernormal ability. In general opinion ESP is only owned by certain people such as paranormal or psychic. But you also have.

In addition, it turns out your mind can also increase the success, happiness, wealth and health. By using the power of your mind you can get anything (wealth, success, lover, and health, etc.) you want. It turns out your dreams can be realized only by a simple method using the power of the mind. You can even control or influence others with this simple method. You may not believe this. It’s a common thing to think that way, because you’ve never been told of this great secret. Another thing that is no less exciting is that you can use your mind to influence others from long distance unnoticed by that person. Because your mind can communicate with other people’s minds. At certain hours every day and night there are times where your mind can communicate and influencing others. Have you ever dreamed of meeting people you’ve never met? Or are you dreaming of doing something you have never done, or .... have you met your friends, relatives or relatives in your dreams? If ever. This is a sign that your mind is exploring. Even your mind can “see” what happened hundreds of years ago. Why? Because your subconscious records all events in the past. Does not sound reasonable does it? Later you will find that what this book conveys has been scientifically proven.
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